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From out of the West C'onies tlie Labaruin,

Mount Saint ^loseph (*ollege, a book masculine in

its substantial appearance and graced througli-

out with a delicate, feminine toucli. That this

treatment necessaril.f detracts from the quality

of a work is disproven by a [)erusal of the special

articles. "Some Twentieth Century French
Academicians" is an excellent account of Ed-
mund Kostand, who it might ))e appropriately

remarked, was the author of the vehicle of the

I'ccently demised Sarah liernhardt's greatest

success, L'Aiglon." Anatole France is discussed

and damned; Paul Bourget, Pierre Loti and
•Jules LcjMaitre are all reviewed. That this

article is the result of painstaking search and
much study is very manifest.

''Fl Cid Campeador" is a sympathetic appre-
ciation of the national hero of Spain, ''The Hose
in Poetry and Symbolism" and "JNIadame Re-
camier" bespeak the possession of a wide knowl-
edge of the subject matter and a facile pen.

It is in the department of tale-telling (where
the proficiency of the gentlei* sex is proverbial
tiiat the young ladies break with tradition. And
here it is, I think that the lack of the masculine
hand is felt. We may, indeed, be thought para-

doxical. (For how, when it is absent can it l)e

felt?) Ilowbeit the two attempts at stories show
indeed the silken glove—but no firm hand. "De-
voted" is what might be expected from the idtra

feminine girl, a tale full of .sobs and dreams and
heart aches, "A Girl of Spirit."

Noteworthy by its absence is the essay, a me-
dium of personal expression well suited to the
college student. And I cannot be led to believe

that the .Mount girls are such ascetic, little Puri-
tans as not to talk and give expression to their

personal view. Why not perpetuate some of your
thoughtful moments in your paper?

A visitor from the rugged hills of New FiUg-

land now enters. "The Anselmian," St. Aii-

selm 's College appears impoverished by the pauc-

ity of pure literary contributions. Chronicles

details of daily happiness and class notes there

ai'e galore. Hut these sundries are of only local

interest, if that. These items could stand much
boiling down and straining, and the meshes
should be widely separated.

if some periodicals are in need of the mascu-
line touch, "The Anselmian" is in need of that

of interested supporters.

The stories do not rate high, "The Return" is

a series of Avords telling how a returned
"buddy" is disgusted with the scene of liquor-

less (?) America, and returns to Coblenz for

liberty and Spirits. The plot of "Retribution"
is somewhat forced and unreal. The writer

seems prei)ared to sacrifice both plot and style

to bring out his moral. '

The verses are better but not quite of col-

legiate standard.

"The Anselmian" is in the doldrums. But
one senior has contributed, and no junior. Some
intensive work and w'hole-hearted support
would soon have this old mate once more sailing

in the favorable trade-winds of the journalistic

sea.

"The Saint Francis," Brooklyn, N. Y., is

little more than a bulletin of school events. "The
Irish Brigade" is the lone literary offering.
This dream-story is neatly penned, has a flow of
thought and harmony of wording that makes one
wish for more.

As Others See Us

The Christuuis " V'illanovan" contains much
of value. The review of the "Brass Check,"
though rather late in appearing, is very good;


